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MASH-UP
You will be creating and sharing a “mash-up” to show what you have learned about the culture & music of the 1940’s decade.

First you need to search for and insert a video you think will best visually represent this decade.

Next you need to search and insert a second video of a song that is from this decade and that you think best represents it (the decade).

Then think about and explain your reasoning for choosing to mash the two together.

Finally share your “mash up” with the class.
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1. SELECT ONE OF THE SLIDES (SLIDES 7-9) TO INSERT YOUR VIDEOS AND CREATE YOUR "MASH-UP" ON.

If you need help ask your teacher, search for help on YouTube or use the next 2 slides to help you.

2. TYPE THE SONG TITLE IN THE AREA ABOVE THE VIDEO (IN THE SPACE PROVIDED).

Remember to also type the song title in the area provided on Slide #1.
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1. To insert video 1 (to represent the decade) » File » Video

2. Type in search criteria, play then choose which video » DONE

3. Select video (click on) » Video options
4. Select Start at and End at times » Autoplay when presenting AND Mute audio

5. Resize the video to fit the space on your slide.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 but with these changes.... Search/insert video of song from decade mentioned in the reading » Video Options (do not select “Mute”)
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Enter song title here

Insert video #1 here

Insert video #2 here

MASH-UP

Video #1 is the video you choose to represent the decade. Video #2 is the song from the decade you chose.
Enter song title here

1940's DECADE

Insert video #1 here

MASH-UP

Video #1 is the video you choose to represent the decade. Video #2 is the song from the decade you chose.
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Enter song title here

Insert video #1 here

+ Insert video #2 here

MASH-UP
3. SELECT ONE OF THE NEXT TWO SLIDES TO WRITE YOUR REASONING FOR CHOOSING THE VIDEOS/MUSIC YOU DID.

4. EXPLAIN (WRITE/TYPE YOUR REASONING) FOR WHY YOU CHOSE THOSE VIDEOS.
1940's
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MY EXPLANATION

Type here
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5. DOUBLE CHECK YOUR WORK.
   • YOUR GRAMMAR, SPELLING & CAPITALIZATION
   • HOW YOUR VIDEOS LOOK (USE "PRESENT" MODE TO GET AN IDEA).

TOWARDS THE TOP OF PAGE
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6. Once you are satisfied, delete all slides except ...

- The first one (title slide with your name on it)
- The slide with your 2 videos
- Your "explanation" slide
- The last slide

You will then only have 4 slides left.

Your teacher will be sharing with you how to "share" this with the class.